The Speedy Difference
Why you should choose an independently owned business when your
transmission needs repair:
There are several benefits to having Speedy Marietta Transmission Shop provide your
transmission maintenance and repair:

1. Excellent Service: Small business owners are proud members of their community, and their
reputations are connected to their business. Speedy Marietta Transmission Shop not only
wants to have the respect of our customers, we also want the respect of our friends and
neighbors.

2. Respect: When you choose to work with Speedy Marietta for transmission repairs, you get
personal service. We take pride in working with ALL people in our community, regardless of
race or gender. We do not discriminate. We treat everyone with respect. Our owner, Kristina
Magic, has poured her heart into making Speedy Marietta the top-rated shop in Cobb County
and one of the highest rated shops in Georgia!

3. Quality Workmanship: Becoming a top-rated shop does not just happen. This starts with
quality tenured employees. But the quality of our shop doesn't stop there... we invest in our
employees. We use the latest technology to determine transmission repairs, and we use the
highest quality parts and fluid. Speedy's employees participate in continued industry training
and have a compensation plan that exceeds industry norms. Our positive work environment
ensures tenure vs. turnover.

4. Convenience: If your vehicle needs towed, we will be happy to coordinate the tow to our
shop for you. If you have a major repair done at Speedy Marietta, we will cover the cost of the
tow!

5. Communication: We communicate with our customers along the way as the repair
progresses. We do our best to reduce anxiety by explaining the process and by providing

professional, friendly customer service. We are easy to reach by phone, internet, or text. Our
customers can contact the owner directly or talk to one of our helpful staff members. Speedy
Marietta takes pride in top-notch customer service!

6. Community Involvement: Speedy Marietta is very active in the community. Kristina strongly
believes in building relationships with other small business owners, building a trusted network.
Yes, we do transmissions very well, but we also serve as a community resource center. When
you do business with Speedy Marietta, you are also supporting the local community. We
believe in giving our time and resources to help those who are less fortunate in our community.

7. Better Pricing with Better Quality: Dealing with a larger franchise can mean paying higher
prices. Being a smaller shop, with Speedy Marietta you get the benefits of personal customer
service, great pricing, excellent quality, and flexible options. Speedy Marietta Transmission
Shop is BBB Accredited, ATRA Certified, and ASE Certified. Call us today to discuss your
transmission maintenance or repair. We would love to meet you, and we would enjoy the
opportunity to earn your business!

